
Trainer Information:
White: Read it
Blue: Do as it says

Marksman Script

Welcome to the Federal Bureau of Investigations Marksman Certification Training, I'll be your
host for today, (Rank), (Name). Throughout this training, you might observe that there are
other trainers other than myself. Assisting me will be (Rank), (Name) and (Rank), (Name).

You're all expected to address us by Sir/Ma'am (Depending on Trainer's discretion)
throughout the entirety of this training.

Please listen carefully as I'll be stating the rules for this training.

1. Use common sense, don't mess around or do anything stupid.
2. Follow ALL safety precautions, which include range commands.

3. Listen to all instructions given to you, if we instruct you to do something, we expect you to
do it.

Failure to abide by said rules will result in dismissal from this training, and possibly
suspension of duties due to incompetence.

The Marksman Certification Training consists of basic elements which are designed to
prepare and test individual's capabilities within the field in order to prove their worth and be
able to utilize one of the firearms issued by the department, which is the Barrett M107. The
Barrett M107 is a heavy-duty sniper rifle designed for long-range shooting and neutralizing

suspects from a far. The sniper is NOT designed for Close Quarters Combat, or any
gunfights in general. Using it during one will result in an immediate suspension of duties and

removal of the individual's Marksman Certification.
Multiple offences regarding misuse of the Marksman Certification may lead to a blacklist to
future Marksman Certification Trainings due to misusing the Barrett M107 and making a fool

of the department.

Now, I'll be moving on to the different sections that'll be carried out throughout this training.
There are 3 sections within this training, which are:

- Long range moving metal target and Standing, Crouching, and Prone clone targets
- Mock Up Hostage at Situations Motel and Youtool

-Moving Vehicles

Bring them to long range next to Youtool and make them STS on the pads.

Starting at the long range you will now shoot the target. When using the Barret M107 while
crouching and prone you may press B to utilise the bipod. This is to ensure your shot is more

accurate, reduces recoil and helps with aim. Are all of you familiar with the range
commands?

[Wait for response of attendees and explain the range commands again if needed.]



Make all of them shoot their target once, take notes on where they hit or IF they even hit the
target.

Moving on to You Tool, you now have a mock up hostage situation where you need to shoot
the taker to succesfully pass this section of the training. Please all find a spot on the
mountains opposite of You Tool where you have a clear shot on the hostage taker.

Set the situation up like this.

Let them shoot one by one and note down if they missed or hit the taker/hostage.

Now bring all of them to the top of You Tool.

You will now see a car driving past you on R13 that you‘ll have to shoot and kill the driver.
You have 1 shot at this. Please form a line and the person at the front will choose a spot

from where they think they have a good shot at the car.

Drive past them at around 40-50 mph and note down if they hit or missed.

We will now move onto Fleeca Motel. Here we have another hostage situation however your
line of fire is smaller. You will again shoot the hostage taker, you have 1 shot.

Remove the door as it blocks the line of fire and set up the situation like this.



Let them shoot one by one again and note down if they hit the taker/hostage or missed.

Now other trainers and I will evaluate your performance and choose the best individuals.

Kick the individuals who failed and kick them from the vc.

Congratulations on passing this Marksman Certification Training. You will now be roled
accordingly and are able to use the Barret M107 in the main game.

If something is wrong or needs to be changed please DM runfast300!


